INTERACTIVE PROGRAMS AT THE ZOO

Our Pittsburgh Zoo & PPG Aquarium Education Specialists will guide your kindergarten students through one of our interactive classroom programs, featuring gentle encounters with live animals and biofacts. Kindergarten Learning Adventures can accommodate classrooms up to 25 students and last 45 minutes.

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS

Zoofari
Take a fun trip around the world without ever leaving the Zoo! Students will learn about animals from the steamy rainforest, the searing African savanna, the coral reefs, and North American forests.

Polar Bears & Penguins
Have you ever wondered what it’s like to live at the ends of the Earth at temperatures 70 degrees below zero? To walk on ice that’s four feet thick and swim in frigid water? To fish from an iceberg and sun yourself in just a few hours of winter daylight? You’ll find out in this class that focuses on animals that live in the Arctic and Antarctic.